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Seismic & Geothermal
Why seismic should be useful for geothermal?
• Geothermal zone needs to be found (typically
from 1 km to 5 km depth)
• Monitoring the reservoir/ fluids injected
• Monitoring for induced seismicity
• Detection of drilling hazards
• Faults, karsts, gas pockets
BGS (bgs.ac.uk)
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Seismic & Geothermal
Why is seismic not used as often as it should in
geothermal projects?

• Cost
• Perceived complexity (equipment, labour, permitting,
HSE, ..etc)
• Resources for acquisition, processing and
interpretation
• Feasibility (resolution, turnaround, uncertainty, …)
• Perceived value
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Context & Objectives
Seismic technology has evolved and became more compact, lighter,
environmentally friendly, simpler to use and much lower cost.

STRYDE case study from CaMI site, Canada. Objectives were:
•

Acquire a useful active and passive seismic data to answer geological

objectives of the site
•

Test various seismic acquisition equipment and methodologies

•

Acquire a rich dataset for academic and commercial studies to support
the renewable industry and demonstrate the value of seismic in derisking its subsurface activity

The CaMI Field Research Station
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Survey design & Results
•

1x1km

•

20,000 STRYDE nodes were used on a grid of 7.5x7.5m

•

4000 vib points on a grid of 30 x 7.5m grid using University of

Calgary IVI Envirovibe
•

9000 PinPoint sources were shot on a grid of 7.5 x 7.5m

By acquiring all source points into an all-live receiver spread, a
total of 257.4 million traces were acquired into this 1 km2
survey, setting a new global record for seismic trace density,
albeit on a small scale.
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Technologies used – Seismic equipment

IVI Envirovibe
STRYDE Nimble receiver system
(inc. charging & downloading & QAQC)
PinPoint portable source
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Technologies used – Drone LiDAR
•

Photogrammetry drones to deliver a Digital Elevation
Model (DEM) with <2 cm accuracy.

•

PinPoint source acquisition
•

•

Node self positioning elevations
•

•

median elevation difference of 0.03 m

showed a distribution of error with a mean of ~2.5 metres

Accuracy of source and nodes more than enough for
seismic processing

35m
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Technologies used – Cloud data transfer
Cloud data transfer removes the need of permanent physical
media for transportation or storage

•

78TB of STRYDE Data harvested was output directly to an
(AWS) Snowball Edge, and subsequently uploaded to the
AWS cloud

•

Data was then transferred from the AWS cloud to the
STRYDE Centre of High-Performance Computing (CHPC)
•

4 days at an average rate of 285MiB/sec.
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Operational efficiency
•

Survey was mainly acquired by graduate geoscientists;
•

a GIS analyst, a biologist, a reservoir engineer, and a
seasoned Canadian field supervisor

•

A field team of ten (10) people deployed 19,872 nodes in five
(5) days.

•

8 people retrieved all the nodes in five (5) days

•

Over 1,000 nodes/person/day were attained for nodes’
deployment and retrieval

•

PinPoint acquisition averaged 565 SPs per day.

•

The Envirovibe averaged 651 single sweep points per partial
night shift
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Sampling, denoise & fast tracks
Fast Tracks
Raw stack with statics

Raw Post-STM

Legacy Post-STM

Envirovibe

•

Dense sampling of both source and receivers
simplifies the denoise flow:

0.5sec

•
1sec

•

Pinpoint fastrack

•
Raw stack with statics

PinPoint

Significant uplift in S/N

0.5sec

1 Pass denoise Post-STM

Much improved signal after 1 pass of
denoise and a migration

Legacy Post-STM

•

High density shows migration itself to be a
fantastic denoise tool

1sec

•

Also used to assess the value of any
denoise flow pre-migration
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PreSTM volumes
UHD PinPoint

UHD Envirovibe

Legacy

PinPoint & Envirovibe
Merged

~300m

~1200m

CMC is currently undertaking the interpretation of the data. The time slice at 300 m shows channel features associated
with shore-face sands; the time slice anomaly at 1200 m is likely due to local dissolution of deeper salt layers
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What’s next?
PinPoint

Envirovibe

•

Trace density has more important
effect on seismic attributes than
stacked images:
•

•

Explore AVO products

Passive data to also be analyzed:

•

Interferometry to shows
coherent event
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Conclusions

An UHD seismic
survey was
successfully acquired
the CaMI site using
compact sources and
receivers

The different source
types used proved to
be fit for different
target depths.

Trace density played a
major role in
increasing shallow
imaging resolution.

Merging sources
which have a very
different energy level
require attention.

More to explore on
seismic attributes and
passive seismic in the
next phase.
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Message to take away
Several promising technologies that could lead the world to a net-zero
carbon era, including geothermal projects, require a detailed understanding
of the subsurface to reach the success rate the hydrocarbon industry has

managed to achieve using seismic data.
This work demonstrates that HD seismic is no longer a product exclusive to

the oil & gas industry and has now become accessible to the renewable
industries which should benefit from it considerably.
The Datasets acquired in this project may be licenced to academic institutions in 2023 to help drive a

better understanding of the benefits of seismic data in supporting renewable projects.
It will also be available to license for companies considering an activity in this industry.
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The End
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